Maintenance of Way ~ Work Equipment Bulletin

DATE: October 28, 2003

SUBJECT: Greaseable Engine Door Hinge Kit - 800285

RATING:  DIRECTIVE (Action is required)  ALERT (Potential Problem)

X  INFORMATION (Action is optional)  PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT (Enhance Product)

MACHINE MODEL(S): M & M2 Ballast Regulators/Snow Clearing Machines

SERIAL NUMBER(S): 

SUMMARY: A Greaseable Engine Door Hinge is available to replace the standard hinge on NORDCO Model M and M2 Ballast Regulators/Snow Clearing Machines. The hinge includes a grease fitting allowing the hinge to be easily lubricated. The kit is part number 800285 and consists of 5 hinges and instructions.

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: The Greaseable Hinge will prevent the hinge from rusting and allow easier operation of the door.

ACTION: The original hinges must be removed by grinding off the weld. The Greaseable Hinges must be welded to the engine enclosure and door. There are 2 hinges required on one door and 3 hinges required on the other door. Installation should take about 2 hours per door.

WARRANTY: None
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